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Questions 27-39 are based on the following
passage, and supplementary material.
This passage is adapted from a 2006 research paper on
connection between cellphone uses and brain tumors.
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Cellphones are increasingly globally ubiquitous.
For this reason, much of the work on cellphones and cancer
has used an alternative approach: the case~control study.

Line
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In this study; mobile phone users were 30 percent more likely
l 0 to develop gliomas.
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There are two large research projects on mobile phones and
brain cancer based on data from case-control studies.
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This team has considered the same questions, and reached
the same conclusion, before.

.
However, these links are not seen in the two large
prospective studies on this issue.
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It's. worth starting with the "ideal" study here, which would
be a randomized controlled trial.

.
In general, these results together would be more than enough
for everyone to conclude that mobile phones do not cause
cancer.
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There is, however, a simple way to settle this debate.
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Which choice provides the best support for the
answer to the previous question?
A) Lines 9-19 ("'n .. . head")

100

B)

Lines 38-46 ("Usually... cellphones")

C) Lines 81-89 ("In .. . dead")
D) Lines 89-95 ("The ... believed")
105

The. word "ubiquitous" as used in line 1 has the
closest meaning to

Observed
---Swe dish study, projected
·---- lnterphone study, projected
- · - lnterpho ne study, proj ected, relative risk >1

A) omnipotent.
B)

C) unbelievable.

Glioma overall

D) oblique.
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omnipresent.
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The main purpose of the third paragraph, viewed
in the passage as a whole, is to

I

A) reinforce the validity of one research with details.

5

B) introduce the grounds of critique on previous
researches.

0

C) present the central issue of concern in the article.
D) shift the focus from methodology to concept.

Which choice best describes the main purpose ofthis passage?
A) It refutes a particular camp of research by analysis of
In line 31, the word "ideal" functions primarily to
suggest

counter evidences available in recent years.
B) It presents in details an opposing rationale by
different scientists regarding an unpopular claim.
C) It carefully analyzes and compares the varying research
methodologies to side with the more viable one.
D) It proposes its own conclusion that is not based on

A)

such a research approach is inherently flawed.

B)

such a study is not perfect in terms ofmethodology.

C)

such a scheme is far from popular or acceptable.

D)

such a research method has its latent downsides.

any of the conflicting thoughts regarding cellphone
and cancer.
What is the assumption embodied in the research
approach of prospective oqservational study in line 39?
A) People with tumors generally know how to use
Which approach to hypothesize the connections of

cellphones.

cancers and uses of cellphone does the author seem

B)

most likely to favor?
A) Random control trials.
B)

C) People have generally the same use pattern of
cellphones,

Prospective studies.

D) People using cellphones have the same chances of
getting tumors as those who don't use cellphones,

C) Case-control studies.
D) Multiple country studies.
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People using cellphones more have larger chances of
getting tumor-than those who use cellphones less.
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The data in the graph provides the best support to
author's belief that

By comparing the approaches of the two case-control

studies, the author suggests that

A) brain tumors do have in certain degree
connections to the heavy use of cellphones.

A) the Swedish research does not even focus on the
top 10% users as does the multi-countries one.
B)

B)

the two researches vary in that the Swedish one is
flawed while the multi-nations one is valid.

the case-control studies produce a finding that
is clearly in conflict with the observed facts.

C) the projected brain tumor rate would be much

C) the two researches may agree that heavy uses of

higher than 40% if the Swedish research is
right.

cellphones have links to tumors.
D) the two researches may disagree over the

D) the interphone study projects a brain tumor

methodology choices in sample size.

rate that is way below that of the Swedish case
research.
Which choice, if true, would most likely to weaken
the statement by the Swedish researchers arguing the
large prospective studies are flawed in line 89-93?

According to he studies as presented in the graph,
which choice, if true, will prove that the fmding of
Swedish case-control research is correct?

A) There is no way to tell whether a cellphone user is
addicted to the uses of earphone, hand-free
phones or the cellphone itself.

A) The Observed Glioma rate is over 40% as the
Swedish group projects.

B) The administrative records from the phone
companies provide usage minutes and talking
spans of each cellphone user.

B) The Observed Glioma rate is moving above the

C) The age factors in the data collection of cellphone

C) The Observed Glioma rate is moving upward

projected rate by the Swedish group.

uses are significant enough to change many
conclusions.

as is the Swedish projected rate.
D) The Observed Glioma rate is moving along

D) The top 20% of the most heavy users of cellphone

with the two interphone study projected rates.

display a completely random pattern across
various age, sex groups.
In the last paragraph, the author's tone towards
case-control studies can be best described as
Based on the data of the graph, which of the following
is true?

A) optimistic.

B) dubious.

A) The Swedish research projected rate is steadily
rising during the 11 years.

C) tentative.

D) concerned.

B) The projected interphone study, relative risk >1,
has a tumor rate lower than the Observed rate
during the 11 years.
C) The projected interphone study has tumor rate

unchanged during the 11 years.
D) The observed tumor rate remains relatively flat
during the 11 years.
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